Solution Brief
Enhance Visibility and Control of your Network with
NS1 Enterprise DDI and Cisco Umbrella
As enterprises embrace digital transformation, an ever-increasing number of traditional, as well as modern, distributed
applications, need to be supported across a hybrid cloud platform. Enterprises have to deliver always-on connectivity and robust
performance for thousands of end-users connecting via a multitude of devices. Enterprise networks will also have to take into
account billions of IoT devices that will become operational over the next few years. Yet with change comes risk and a new set of
security challenges. Protecting networks, devices and users is essential as web-based threats become more potent and pervasive.

secure DNS that is optimized for complex networks that leverage multi-cloud and DevOps environments.

Visibility
NS1 gives Umbrella users enhanced threat visibility
down to the end user/IP address level for rapid

Control
NS1 provides Umbrella users with threat intelligence
resolution (MTTR)

Modern DDI
and containerized DNS, DHCP and IP Address
management for network modernization

Network Automation
NS1 automatically discovers, connects and registers
services as they are dynamically provisioned to
enable rapid application delivery

NS1 leverages real-time infrastructure data and
increased performance and reduced risk

ns1.com/cisco

NS1 + Umbrella: Stronger Together
Deploy NS1 as the next-gen authoritative DNS for resolving all queries inside the corporate network. Resolve public DNS queries

Detect and remediate threats instantly
Cisco Umbrella is a cloud platform that delivers the most secure, reliable, and fastest internet experience to more than 100 million

intelligence solutions into a single platform to help enterprises secure their network.

INTERNAL NETWORK
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All queries made from a device within
your internal network are sent to your
on-premise server.
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EXTERNAL NETWORK

The on-prem server resolves all
local queries to and from IP
addresses within your network.
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All public DNS queries and source
IP address are forwarded to the
Umbrella servers.1
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Based on your organization’s custom security
policy, Umbrella responds with the IP
address for approved domains or an error
message for those that are restricted.

CLIENT ENDP O INTS

NS1 + Umbrella: How it Works
(also provides DHCP and IPAM functionality) enabling enterprises to reliably connect users and devices to internal
applications.

get instant visibility into the source IP address of the endpoint device as well as every outbound public DNS query.

other threats.

Traditional DDI solutions are typically encumbered by

Cisco Umbrella is a cloud platform that delivers the most
secure, reliable, and fastest internet experience to more

architecture, NS1 Enterprise DDI helps teams achieve agility,

web gateway, DNS-layer security, cloud access security
broker (CASB), and threat intelligence solutions into a single
platform to help enterprises secure their network.
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